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Abstract: Under the situation of the wide wealthy gap, currently there are more specific educational resource difference between urban and rural areas, especially some poor regions, there are the great insufficiency of education resource, so numerous students can not finish their education normally. To address this issue, the funding policy for poor students has been put forward by our country, which has already helped numerous students to finish their education and realize their dream for entering the college after the implementing of this policy. Whereas, how do the colleges to exert this policy, how can these colleges fund students precisely? That is the crucial content of this paper.

1. Introduction
To process the study for students’ real family condition should be the essential procedure if the college expects to exert the precise poverty alleviation policy, as well as to assure that won’t match the wrong target students. The daily consumption data of students in the campus should be recorded by the college, which should be the one of the comment and judge standards, in order to realize the precise college poverty mitigation and funding. A lot of activities can be implemented in the free time in the campus, which can strengthen the confidence of the poor students, and let them set the fighting will that never give up and trying to refine themselves, to encourage them to make their all efforts to learn science and cultural knowledge and find a proper place in this social employment market that full of the fierce competition.

2. The meaning of college precise funding
As for the precise funding, it should lay a firm foundation on the external insurance of staff, fund and transmission, to those students who have a poor family; we should provide them the proper judge scientifically to ensure they are the right funding targets. And to process the census for the real family poverty condition, produce the reasonable funding plan according to the real poverty condition, and to the specific characters of students who need the fund, we should also acquire the information about these items, to transfer the funding patterns as students’ characters and traits, to assure there will be the right funding ways and every student gain the opportunity to have their education, as well as the profound major’s knowledge, in order to become the hope of the country’s future construction. Besides, we should ensure we can choose the precise targets for the funding. There are several items in the content of college precise funding, for instance, the target of funding, the content of funding, the result of funding and the guarantee of the funding and so on.

When select the target students of the funding, it is necessary to adopt the scientific and feasible method to choose the aim peer precisely, and to check and test the documents strictly, in order to prevent the result of the fake application documents. It is essential to confirm the application standard if we expect to integrate the criteria, and to optimize the existed program, to achieve that aim, the big data information technology should be used in the testify work for the target peers of the funding, in order to select the target students precisely. If we expect to reach the aim that make the funding content precisely, it is paramount for us to produce the related funding content according to the real demand of the funding target peers. The case we should avoid is that only emphasis the material funding than the mental funding. The funding pattern should be concentrated on the human nature, and we should offer students the fund initially, as well as to combine the
visible and invisible funding into one, and to control the passive funding. The aim of the precise funding effect and result is that to let all the students who really need the fund can acquire the humanized fund and help, and let them grow up in a healthy environment. Besides, it can let these college students who is under poverty try their best to learn harder, in order to repay the society and do the contributions in the future. If we want to add the guarantee on the funding, we must refine the funding policy, and do every effort on the announcement work.

3. The realization patterns of college funding education in terms of the precise funding

(1) To process the dynamic management to these students who are under poverty by means of the big data system.

The current big data technology can be adopted in order to build the relative precise model, to make enough consideration about the real regional economic level of the area where the students’ family is located in and gain all the local poverty alleviation policies. And make the detailed census about the revenue condition and children and the elders’ amount, in order to ensure the census results are correct and without any wrong. The students who are qualified to receive this fund should fill in the real family condition census form for poor students seriously, then it should be judged and testified by every department of the college administration, after that, this form shall be tested and archived by the funding center. The students’ poverty levels should be certified by the “Five standards” strictly, normally, there are two poverty levels, one is ordinary poverty, and the other is special poverty. The main judge standard should be a series of criteria, for instance, the condition of students themselves and their family revenue, as well as whether the student lives in a single-parent family. After the judgment, the details of the confirmed targets should be input into the data base of the poor students, which can process the dynamic management to these students who need the fund. Moreover, share the information of the big data base platform with those local governments that give all kinds of poverty certifications, as well as to share the information collected by these local governments. In order to make the information of these people who need the fund more precise and accurate.

(2) To implement the funding education mechanism combined with three parts to the students who need the fund.

The college should insist the conception of the whole processing, staff and the aspects in terms of the education, in order to realize the innovation of the education. Combining with the real demand and requests of students, colleges should design the related activities regarding the following aspects: material, moral, mental and competence. Because there are various different characters among these grades, the lower grades students shall gain the full-aspects development opportunities, and the senior students shall acquire the stressed improvement chances.

It is also a confirmation to provide the material guarantee to those poor students, and there are plenty of patterns can be adopted to fund these students. For instance: The national funding, college award and social assistance and help, which has the ability to solve the life stress for poor students by these means. Moreover, college shall pay more attention to nurture student’s characters quality conception, to implement the faith and ideal education, and to improve student’s moral standards levels continually, in order to let students to form and possess the excellent traits and personal qualities. Besides, colleges can also exert some competence expanding activities, to offer the help from various aspects to those students who are under the poverty. And the poor students need to be given the learning career supports, as well as the psychological education, which can let students gain the improvements from the practice, in order to finish the study well, make some breakthrough on their competence growing and finally to form the healthy characters. To those students who are under the poverty, the encouragement and inspiration education is very important, it is necessary to encourage them continually and nurture their spirit of fighting. The college can create several activities on this aspect. For example, writing some thesis, or using some traditional cultures to instill the encouragement education, which can be used to provoke and inspire poor students ‘fighting will.
(3) To innovate the funding patterns according to students’ real conditions

During the funding processing, it is necessary to demonstrate the humanity caring, and to fund them initially according to their real conditions. It is also feasible to exert the census on the campus data, and to testify whether this funding target is the right one. And to dig out the students who really need the fund initially by checking the students’ campus consumption conditions, then, offer the help and supports to such kind of students. All kinds of practical activities are also feasible, which can encourage the students to take part in these items initially, and transfer the forms of the funding into some new ones, so that it can reach the aim of the education. Colleges can hire professional counseling counselors to conduct group counseling on families with difficulties. Students should be psychologically cleared on the basis of protecting the privacy of students. In addition, colleges and universities should also establish a sound evaluation system for subsidized education, and the assessment content should be combined with the specific number of recipients and the efficiency of funding and satisfaction. At the same time, the teachers and students will evaluate the funded education activities, collect the evaluation content, and improve some working methods in the process of development according to some good suggestions, and implement the accurate funding. In addition to bursaries, there will be scholarships and student loans. For scholarships, we can further move towards poor students with good academic performance. Student loans are also a good policy for students with financial difficulties and can help poor students. When applying for a student loan, students should strictly review the student's loan eligibility, set up a credit file for the student, and follow up on the student's learning situation so that the student loan can really play a role. The school also needs to do a good job in the promotion of student aid, and clearly explain its requirements and conditions, so that student loans can change the current status of students. When college offer students the education loans, it is necessary for college to let students set the idea that people have to repay the debt. And to let students to repay the loans as the provision. By realizing this, the currency circulation of the loan agencies can be also ensured.

(4) To realize the precise guarantee and insurance system

We will improve the funding policies of all aspects of the school, provide guarantees for the development of precision funded work, and achieve hierarchical management of precision work, so that all members of the precision funded education work can participate. In addition, it is necessary to combine the specific characteristics of the times, to implement comprehensive online and offline publicity for precision funding, and to strengthen the propaganda policy for the state and students, so that the propaganda can exert the influence of subsidizing education and cultivate a group of outstanding The college students will enable the poor students to strive for self-improvement and hard work.

(5) Poverty teachers should strengthen communication with students

Poverty-stricken teachers should increase interaction with students, understand students’ specific learning conditions, communicate the status of students' families, understand the different needs of different students, and adopt different measures to alleviate poverty for individual students. In addition, cultivating the quality of college students enables college students to adapt to the increasingly severe employment competition, encourage students to carry out diligent work, and let students get rid of poverty through self-reliance. Schools can also establish a bursary system. When granting subsidies to poor students, they should examine all aspects of their moral, intellectual, and artistic aspects, and allocate the amount of bursaries through their level of excellence.

4. Conclusion

In summary, the state's poverty alleviation policy for college students is a boon for poor college students. When implementing this policy, colleges and universities should also carefully review to ensure that the target of the poor students is accurate. After the implementation of material assistance, the psychological help of students should also be paid attention to. Teachers should understand the family situation of poor students and appropriately comfort them to help poor students build self-confidence and grow up healthily.
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